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WHY SOUTH AFRICA
MUST BE FREE....

Since November 21, 1984, organizers of
the Free South Africa Movement have been
conducting daily anti-Apartheid demonstra
tions near the South African embassy in
Washington, D.C. To date, demonstrations
have taken place in 23 cities across the nation
with a tally of 2,290 persons arrested.

Brutal, Racist And Oppressive
The system of Apartheid is the most brutal,

racist and oppressive manifestation of man's
inhumanity to his fellowman. This oppression
is being carried out by the minority white
settler South Africans on the majority [70
80%) Black South Africans. The international
community has been very vocal in its
condemnation of this inhumane system. This
system MUST be brouqht to an end.

South Africa Must Be Free
South Africa MUST be free because Blacks

are denied their fundamental human rights
and basic needs: they are denied their right to
self-determination and ownership of their
land; they are denied the right to freedom of
speech, movement, assembly, to decent and
fair employment, the right to vote, to receive
relevant education, and the right to establish
family ties. These are rights we enjoy and
demand in the United States.

We Cannot Be Free Until
Our Brothers And Sisters Are Free!!!

Blacks in South Africa are NOT treated or
regarded as human beings. They are less than
three-fifths of a person. In fact, South Africa is
the Ol'JLY country in the world where the
constitution decrees that a majority segment
of its population is non-human. That is the
stark reality of the system of Apartheid. It is
therefore critical that we in the African
American community mount a strong
onslaught to annihilate this system. The
cancer of Apartheid CANNOT and SHOULD
NOT be modified through band-aid
approaches like the Reagan administration's
policy of "constructive engagement." It is this
policy that has permitted South Africa to
carry out its policy of destructive engagement
toward its Black majority population and
neighboring states in southern Africa. We
MUST demand a tougher U.S. policy toward
this international pariah because we CANNOT
be free in the United States until our brothers
and sisters are free in South Africa. Support
bills in congress.

FREEDOM YES, APARTHEID NO!!!

last year, over 200 people were killed and over
4,000 were arrested, with more than 200 still
in detention without charge.

Unions Targeted
Many trade unions are increasingly being

target ted by the white authorities for
elimination. The president of the South African
Allied Workers Union (SAAWUJ, Thopzamile
Gqweta, was detained in mid-February.
Gqweta has been detained at least eight times
over the past four years, and his current
arrest along with three other SAAWU leaders
in a tremendou!l blow to the union which is
already "banned~ in three bantustans where
many of its men;bers are forced to live.

18 Massacred - 200 Wounded
This ongoing wave of arrests coincides With

continuing uprisings in Black townships
throughout the country. In the Crossroads
squatter camp near Capetown, 18 people
were massacred and over 200 wounded in
two days of police assaults on the camp in
February. Residents of Crossroads, many of
whom are considered to be in Capetown
"illegally" because they don't have the
required permits, are facing a forced removal
to a newly created township called
Khayelitsha which resembles an army prison
barracks and is some 20 miles from
downtown Capetown and urban jobs. The
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During the first two months of 1985, 8lack
opponents of white minority rule in South
Africa continued to be killed at the hands of
police and army forces throughout the
country. Nearly 50 murders have been
committed already this year by the South
African government. In mid-February, South
Africap police conducted pre-dawn raids on
the homes of over 70 members of the United
Democratic Front (UDFJ, the largest political
opposition organization operating above
ground inside the country, as well as homes of
prominent labor leaders from militant Black
unions. Many were detained and seven have
been charged with "high treason." This brings
to 16 the total of opponents who will face a
major treason trial later this year, including
Albertina Sisulu, a UDF co-president and wife
of imprisoned African National Congress
leader Walter Sisulu.

Killing-Off, Imprisoning 01" Exiling

According to the UDF, all the organizations
senior members and leadership figures are
either in detention or in hiding. The South
African government is continuing its massive
crackdown on all political and labor
organizations begun last August and aimed at
killing off, imprisoning or exiling the major
leaders in an attempt to weaken the
increasingly powerful internal Black
opposition. Between August and December of



U.S. AND THIRD WORLD STRUGGLES ARE LINKED

Political organizers must begin to educate
their constituents about the relationships
between economic and political conditions in
this country, and those in the Third World.
That according to Damu Smith a long time
D.C. area activist. Smith was the guest
speaker at the Southern Africa Support
Project's general meeting on Wednesday, the

February 13th, at the Carnegie Library, 800
Mount Vernon Place Northwest.

Those Kids Really Had A
An Understanding of Foreign Policy
Smith, whose topic was "How U.S. Foreign

Policy Effects Domestic Policy: Connecting
the Struggle," cited as an example a Black
History month gathering he attended earlier
that evening at Parklands Community Center,
a youth activities facility in Southeast
Washington. There he spoke about foreign
policy to roughly 40 youths, ranging in age
from 5 to 17, and their parents. "I had to
explain it to them in terms that the children
would understand," Smith said. "By the end of
the meeting, those kids really had an
understanding of foreign policy."

Mobilization For Jobs, Peace And Justice
Smith is currently the national coordinator

for the Spring Mobilizations for Jobs, Peace
and Justice - which involve four days of
workshops, demonstrations and other
actions in the District, Los Angeles, Seattle
and San Francisco.

The events, which take place April 15th, and
April 19 to the 22nd, link such issues as U.S.
intervention in Central America and U.S.
collaboration with apartheid in South Africa,
with domestic concerns like cuts in federally
funded social programs, and growing
unemployment. Smith feels actions like the
Spring Mobilization make the public more
aware of how the Reagan Administration
domestic policies affect its foreign policies,
and that the reverse is also true.
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Can Best Educate The Community

In addition to mounting such events, Smith
said, the effective and creative political action
organizer can best educate the community, by
pointing out the direct relationships between
foreign policies and the lives of the people in
the community.

Smith noted that Reverend Jesse Jackson
was particularly skillful in using his presidential
campaign appearances to this end.

Jackson could show his audiences that
while steel workers in Homestead

Pennsylvania suffered when a corporation
decided to close its plant there, Black workers
in South Africa would also suffer when that
same corporation opened a plant in that
country. That's because in South Africa, the
rights of Black unionists are not enforced or
respected, and labor is "bought cheap."

Relationships Between Struggles
Another example Smith cited was the

Southern Organizing Committee for
Economic and Social Justice. The Louisiana
based group has several tenant organizers in
public housing projects in the state, and
elsewhere in the South. "As they are doing
their organizing around tenants' issues," said
Smith, "they are constantly reminding the
tenants of the relationships between their
struggles for decent housing, and the
struggles in other parts of the world,"
between the Reagan cuts in housing
programs, and the parallel increase in the U.S.
military budget.

In fact, said Smith, under the Reagan
Administration, the distinction between U.S.
domestic and foreign policy has become
blurred, to the point that they are one and the
same, resulting in what Smith called the
"Pauperization" of people of color at home and
abroad.

The Reagan cuts in jobs programs, welfare
and other social programs have resulted in
more people becoming impoverished: while in
the Third World, Reagan's economic loan
policies, as articulated by the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, have
resulted in massive unemployment, inflation,
and poverty in African, Latin American and
Caribbean nations.

Have To Produce Ways Of Financing
As activists and organizers create

strategies for disseminating this information
throughout every economic and social level of
the community, said Smith, they will also have
to produce ways of financing such efforts. He
said U.S. progressives have tended to have
little money to fund these necessary
activities, while the American right, generally
wealthy and well connected, has been able to
fund mass mailings, media campaigns, and
whatever else it takes to constantly place
their points of view before the public.

Smith suggested that community
institutions like churches, sororities,
fraternities, and some businesses, should be
turned to more for funding informational
efforts. Traditional fundraising methods like
"passing the can" at gatherings are also
effective.

"Are Really One Policy"
Smith's audience was very receptive to hl~

remarks. One woman later said that they
made her think for the first time about how
Reagan's foreign and domestic policies "are
really ONE policy" of exploitation and
militarization. A man in the audience said
afterwards that "it's a shame" such lectures
aren't held more often.

The Next Meeting
The Southern Africa Support Project

general meeting is held every other month at
the Carnegie Library. It's free, and open to the
public. The next scheduled meeting will be May
15th.

EMBASSY DEMONSTRATIONS
CONTINUE

The Free South Africa Movement [FSAMJ
continues to hold its daily demonstrations at
the South African Embassy. We urge you to
take a day of leave if possible - to lend your
support. Talk to your friends, neighbors, and
relatives, about their becoming involved.
Churches, Sororities, Fraterniti.es, Civic
Groups, Clubs - can arrange to demonstrate
on particular days. Call Trans Africa at 547
2550 or SASP at 332-2009 for further info.
Be A Part Of The Struggle Todayll!

March 19th marks the
25th Anniversary of the

foun'ding of SWAPO
(the South West African Peoples

Organization of NamibiaJ.

U.S. NUCLEAR TIES WITH
SOUTH AFRICA

Since 1945, the United States has had very
close nuclear collaboration with South Africa.
Throughout the 1950's and 1960's, the U.S.
not only supplied extensive nuclear-related
information and technology to the apartheid
government, but also trained nearly one
hundred South African nuclear scientists. In
1957 these two countries signed a 20-year
agreement that provided for cooperation in
nuclear engery research and the development
of nuclear power. And in 1965 a U.S. company
- Allis Chalmers, built South Africa's first
nuclear reactor. As' a quid pro quo, South
Africa agreed to become the major supplier of
uranium to the U.S. - much of this uranium is
extracted from Namibia - in overt
contravention of international law.
Exploded It's First Nuclear Weapon
On December 16, 1980, South Africa

exploded its first nuclear weapon - a meteor.
The Reagan administration did not denounce
this explosion. And although South Africa
refuses to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, the Reagan administration still ships

.enriched uranium to South Africa. In 1981,
South Africa nuclear technicians visited the
U.S. to receive training, and in 1983 the
Reagan administration established a formula
that enabled the U.S. to restore nuclear
cooperation with South Africa. In addition, the
Commerce Department has beefed up its
granting of export licenses for sophisticated
computer and high-techn equipment and
materials that will advance South Africa's
nuclear capability. It is this level of nuclear
capability that ossifies the apartheid system
and facilitates South Africa's destabilization
program in Southern Africa.

Remember
the Sharpeville Massacre

of March 21,1960.
South African Police

Massacred 69 and Wounded
200 Blacks while they

were holding a peaceful
demonstration

against Apartheid



SOUTHERN AFRICA WEEK
1985

UNITY COLLECTIVE
FORUM ON SOUTH AFRICA

In an effort to commemorate the
international spirit of Malcolm X, progressive
organizations such as the Black
Consciousness Movement of Azania (BCMA),
the Pan-Africanist Congress, Trans Africa,
The Unity Collective, and the Southern Africa
Support Project (SASP), gathered together on
February 22nd to address the issues and
status of freedom for South Africa before a
grouping of over 100 community people.

An Appraisal Of It's Development
The issues of the forum, which as hosted by

the Unity Collective (who are actively seeking
thousands of signatures to send a message of
outrage at the malice of the U.S. Government
and the South Africa regime in oppressing the
Black majority in South Africa) centered
around an analysis of the movement and to
give an appraisal of its development thus far.
In doing so, Trans Africa (a Black lobbying
group who addresses the issues of the Third
World - Africa and the Caribbean) had set as
one of their goals, the destruction of the
support the South African regime receives
from the U.S. Government and U.S.
Corporations. They have been hard at work
seeking to get legislation enacted around
divestment of government and corporate
funds from South Africa. From both the
BCMA and PAC came an analysis of their
struggles currently being waged in South
Africa and how they felt we could further
assist the liberation movements there. It was
generally felt that the actions here greatly
helped too heighten the struggle in South
Africa. It was also expressed that the South
African Embassy demonstrations not only
helped the struggle in South Africa - but did
much to heighten the level of consciousness
and involvement by people here in the U.S. and
in other places around the world. The Free
South Africa Movement (FSAM) was
commended for its leadership role.

SASP is once again kicking off its yearly
Southern Africa Week with its 7th Annual
Radiothon on March 1Bth. Once again we are
asking your support for the peoples of
Southern Africa in building a free and
independent life for themselves. You have
done a tremendous job in the past, and we
welcome you again. Join us beginning on
Monday, March 18th.

MARCH 18TH - 7TH ANNUAL
RADIDTHDN - "LIVE" with WHUR •
96.3 FM Gallery Place Mall (7th and F
Streets, N.W.! 6:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Stop by
and make your pledge or call 332-2009 from
6:00 a.m. to 12:00 midni'ght.

APRIL 21 ST - HELP STDP U.S.
SUPPDRT FOR APARTHEID A Citizens
Lobby for Peace, Jobs and Justice at
Georgetown University, 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Call 667-9485 for info.

APRIL 22ND - WPFW - 89.3 FM RADIO
SOUTH AFRICA DAY OF INFORMATION
A full day of information, interviews, and music
on South Africa from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Call 783-3104.

APRIL 23RD - COMMUNITY FORUM
WITH SOUTH AFRICAN FREEDOM
FIGHTERS Call 332-2009 for time and
location.

APRIL 24TH- BLACK FILM INSTITUTE'S
showing of WOZA ALBERT' and a film on
ANC LEADER NELSON MANDELLA
Shown at the Univ. of O.C.'s Fine Arts
Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. Call 727-2396 or
332-2009 for further info.

APRIL 26TH - SOUTH AFRICA
FUNDRAISER Call 332-2009 for time and
location.

APRIL 27TH - CHILDREN'S DAY ANTI·
APARTHEID DEMONSTRATION Public,
private and independent Black school children
will hold demonstration on support of struggle
in South Africa at the South African Embassy,
3051 Mass. Ave., NW, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m. Call
332-2009 for further info.

The traditional "Run For Namibia" will be held
in October 1985. Call 332-2009 for further
info.

-----------------_._------------------------------

'Solidarity is not an act of charity, but mutual aid
between people fighting for the same objectives."

Samora Machel, President of Mozambique

Some Region Way Over There ....?
Some people may wonder why we are so

concerned about the people of Southern
Africa when there are so many problems
facing people right here in the United States.
These people suggest that a contribution to
'the Southern Africa Support Project is no
'different from any donation to charity.

Such questions/confusions are
understandable. The United States wants you
to think of a Southern Africa support group as
an isolated charity, and of Southern Africa as
being "some region way over there" which has
nothing to do with you. The U.S. government
deliberately tries to hide the fact that there
are many factors linking the people of
Southern Africa and the people of the United
States.

Particularly Supportive Of The
White Minority Regime

FOR example, it is the military and economic
support of the U.S., with additional backing
from multinational corporations and other

WHY CARE ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA

western governments, which allows the
minority white population of South Africa to
control the Black majority within that country,
and to attack other Black-ruled countries of
Southern Africa.

The Reagan Administration has been
particularly supportive of the white minority
regime in South Africa, and even more hostile
to the progressive countries of Southern
Africa, than past U.S. administrations.

Struggle For Self-Determination
As descendants of African slaves,

bOI'n/living within the United States, we know
that the U.S. government does not represent
our interests, and that the struggle for self
determination is a long and difficult one.
Historically, that realization has prompted us
to speak up for the rights of Black South
Africans, just as African nations have
protested our treatment in this country.

Sharing Dollars and Material Aid
We have all been exploited, and share a

common history of discrimination because of
our race. But talk is cheap. By sharing $$ and
material aid [educational/medical supplies),

(Continued on page 4)



UPRISINGS CONTINUE THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA ....Continued

________________ ZIP _

NAME _

ADDRESS _

WHY CARE ... Continued

we contribute to the resources of the
Southern African peoples. They in turn are
better able to maximize those resources to
defend and protect themselves. A liberated
Southern Africa, free of the tyranny of the
apartheid regime, would strengthen the cause
of Black and progressive people throughout
the world!

Solidarity With The
Southern Africa Struggle

Solidarity with the Southern Africa struggle
can be expressed in several ways. Various
states, cities and unions are refusing to deal
with banks and corporations that invest in
South Africa because such firms are growing
rich from its captive Black labor force.

Many athletes and entertainers, both here
in the U.S. and abroad, are refusing to perform
in South Africa, despite huge monetary offers.
Our struggle in recent years has been joined
by other Americans besides Black people who
are appalled that their country's government
would choose to prop up South Africa's racist
regime.

Contribute To And Support SASP
By contributing to the Southern Africa

Support Project, you too can demonstrate
that the people of the United States
understand the importance of self
determination for the Black majority of South
Africa, and for the Southern Africa region as a
whole - until all of us are free, none of us are
free!

Yes, I would like to make a donation to the Southern Africa Support Project's
Administrative Fund to assist its continued work around the struggles for

liberation and self-determination in Southern Africa.

o Please include me on your mailing list for future events, etc.

PHONE [DAYTIME) (EVENING) _

Please make all check money orders payable to the Southern Africa Support Project
DO NOT SEND CASH THRU THE MAIL UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!

WHAT IS SASP?
The Southern Africa Support

Project is a Black Community-Based
Activist Organization whose work is to
encourage community support of the
liberation struggles taking place in
Southern Africa. Formed in 1978,
SASP, with the participation and
support of the Washington Community,
has raised over $100,000 in cash,
medical and educational supplies for
the youth, women and children of
Southern Africa. For more information
call us and we'll send you a brochure:
(202) 332-2009.

operating in the bantustans. Camay and
Dlamini were both detained by police last
November following the massive two-day
strike by industrial workers in the Transvaal
region of South Africa. The strike literally
brought that part of the country to a standstill
and the government responded by firing more
than 6,500 workers, and by arresting dozens
of others. There have been numerous reports
of torture of these and other detainees at the
hands of police.

Resistance A Permanent Feature
The current uprising of South Africa's Black

majority began in late August of 1984 with the
successful boycott campaign against
elections for South Africa's new parliament.
The new parliament has three chambers, one
for whites, one for so-called Coloreds, and one
for so-called Indians, with the white Chamber
and the white President [Po W. Botha)
maintaining absolute control of power.
Africans were excluded from this new set-up
altogether. The country's Black majority [23
million Africans, 2.8 million "Colored", and
800,000 "Indians") mounted a massive and
tremendously effective boycott campaign
which totally discredited this new parliament
and the "uncle toms" who participated in it.
The government responded immediately with
a crackdown aimed at the UDF, the National
Forum, and the union federations and
affiliates, who led the campaign. But the
government has been unable to put down the
general state of uprising despite its brutal
methods, and most observers believe that the
current unrest and resistance has become a
permanent feature of South African reality,
making the government more vulnerable than
~ver to both external and internal pressures
3eeking its overthrow.

***

****HELP FREE
SOUTH AFRICA!!!

WHAT YOU CAN DO?

• Distribute copies of the SASP
newsletter.

• Attend the SASP general meetings, held
every other month at the UDC Carnegie
Library at 800 Mt. Vernon Place, NW, 7
9 pm.

• Let us know when you spot South African
- manufactured products in stores in
your areas [examples: candy, frozen fish,
clothing, etc). Encourage your friends and
relatives not to buy South African
products, and also encourage stores
where you buy not to carry such.

• Have a fundraising house party for SASP
to help finance this work.

• Join the picket line at the South African
Embassy, Monday thru Friday, 3 p.rn. - 5
p.m., at 3051 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.

• Call us at 332-2009, leave your name,
address, and phone number with us so we
can give you some more suggestions on
how you can help to free Your Brothers
and Sisters in South Africa.

government has regularly bulldozed
Crossroads homes, and neighboring Black
squatters camps and is also threatening to
remove many of the residents to nearby
bantustans. Bantustans are the 10 barren
reservations where the Soutll African
government dumps Africans it wants to
remove from urban areas. They make up only
13 percent of the land in South Africa, and the
government hopes to strip all Africans of thefr
South African citizenship by declaring them
citizens of these fictitious "nations."

Forced Removal
While recent government announcements

claim that they've postponed forced removals
from Crossroads or cancelled them
altogether, upon closer inspection it is clear
that only a small number of people in
Crossroads would be exempt from removal in
the government's eyes.

Strong Support For Divestment
Despite the ongoing escalation of

government repression, South Africa's two
largest Black union federations are continuing
to signal strong support for the disinvestment
movements abroad [which call for the
withdrawal of foreign corporations from
South Africa), and have even begun to call for
some forms of disinvestment themselves,
which is illegal in South Africa. The Council of
Unions of South Africa [CUSA), headed by
Phiroshaw Camay who was recently in
Washington, has advocated selective
disinvestment of "those companies which are
particularly propping up the apartheid regime,
either through computer technology, through
defense technology and other technology that
assists South Africa." Both CUSA and the
Federation of South African Trade Unions
[FDSATUJ, headed by Chris Dlamini, have
called for an end to American companies
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